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Abstract: This paper presents a current- and voltage-driven protection scheme for transmission lines
based on a hybrid mix of Stockwell transform (ST) and Hilbert transform (HT). Use of both current
and voltage waveforms to detect and categorize faults, improves the reliability of this protection
scheme and avoids false tripping. Current and voltage waveforms captured during a period of
fault are analyzed using ST to compute a median intermediate fault index (MIFI), a maximum value
intermediate fault index (MVFI), and a summation intermediate fault index (SIFI). Current and
voltage signals are analyzed via applying HT to compute a Hilbert fault index (HFI). The proposed
hybrid current and voltage fault index (HCVFI) is obtained from the MIFI, MVFI, SIFI, and HFI.
A threshold magnitude for this hybrid current and voltage fault index (HCVFITH) is set to 500 to
identify the faulty phase. The HCVFIT is selected after testing the method for various conditions of
different fault locations, different fault impedances, different fault occurrence angles, and reverse
flows of power. Fault classification is performed using the number of faulty phases and an index
for ground detection (IGD). The ground involved in a fault is detected by comparison of peak IGD
magnitude with a threshold for ground detection (THGD). THGD is considered equal to 1000 in this
study. The study is carried out using a two-terminal transmission line modeled in MATLAB software.
The performance of the proposed technique is better compared to a discrete wavelet transform
(DWT)-based technique, a time–frequency approach, and an alienation method. Our algorithm
effectively detected an AG fault, observed on a practical transmission line.

Keywords: fault event; Hilbert transform; signal processing technique; Stockwell transform;
transmission line; protection scheme

1. Introduction

Power transmission networks are continuously being expanded and becoming com-
plex in nature, which leads to challenges such as protection of transmission lines, power
system stability, voltage stability, and power quality. These grid parameters are further
worsened by the integration of a high amount of renewable energy (RE), the deployment
of power-converter-equipped devices, and non-linear nature loads [1]. The conventional
method of fault detection on transmission lines is the use of distance relays. Generally,
mal-operation of these relays is observed with power swings, load encroachment, and high
impedance faults (HIFs) [2]. Currently, researchers, academics, scientists, and power
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engineers are continuously working on improving transmission line fault identification
techniques by application of signal processing and intelligent techniques to mitigate the
limitations of conventional relays. In [3], the authors designed a self-attention convo-
lutional neural network (SAT-CNN) technique to detect and categorize faults incident
on power lines. This protection scheme used a time-series imaging-actuated feature ex-
traction technique. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) was implemented for de-noising
voltage and current waveforms recorded during fault periods. In [4], the authors designed
techniques which use data recorded using traveling waves on single-terminal parallel
circuits of power lines equipped with STATCOMs to detect, locate, and identify faulty
sections of lines and also faulty phases. The efficiency of the method was not degraded
in the presence nor absence of the STATCOMs. In [5], the authors designed a protection
algorithm using DWT and wavelet entropy to detect, classify, and locate faulty events on
a transmission line equipped with flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) devices at
the center of line. Analysis of both current and voltage waveforms was used to achieve
the fault recognition. In [6], the authors designed three deep learning (DL) classification
and regression approaches using deep recurrent neural networks (DRNN) for fault region
identification (FRI), fault type classification (FTC), and fault location prediction (FLP) for
a power line. These models used the transient data of before-fault and after-fault cycles
of current and voltage waveforms at both terminals of the power line. These models
achieved better detection, classification, and location accuracy relative to contemporary
techniques. A quality optimization technique for a transmission line fault detection method
using an embedded chip was designed in [7]. It is based on the application of reflection
and transmission coefficients of the transmission line, attenuation laws of voltage waves,
and current waves. It was established that the optimization technique combined with an
embedded chip improved the efficiency of fault detection. In [8], authors introduced a
fault detection approach using alienation coefficients of current waveforms for parallel
circuits of transmission lines. This effectively detected the faults in a quarter cycle period.
In [9], the authors designed a fuzzy-logic-supported algorithm for fault detection and
classification of series faults incident on a six phase transmission line. This method is
effective in detecting and classifying different types of series faults, incident at different
locations, with various fault inception angles. In [10], the authors described a power line
fault identification method using wavelet transform (WT) and linear discriminant analysis
(LDA). Fault identification was achieved by processing the current waveform, and zero
sequence currents were analyzed to detect ground involvement.

A detailed analysis of papers, described in the above paragraph, was performed and
we hypothesized that the performance of protection schemes can be improved using a
hybrid combination of signal processing approaches to process both current and voltage
signals. This was taken as the research objective in this manuscript and the following are
our research contributions:

• Current-actuated parameters, such as the current-based median index (CMI), the
current-based maximum value index (CMVI), the current-based summation index
(CSI), and the current-based co-variance index (CCI) were computed by decomposition
of current waveforms using ST. The Hilbert current index (HCI) was computed by
decomposition of current waveforms using HT.

• Voltage-actuated parameters such as the voltage-based median index (VMI), the
voltage-based maximum value index (VMVI), the voltage-based summation index
(VSI), and the voltage-based co-variance index (VCI) were computed by processing
voltage waveforms using ST. The Hilbert voltage index (HVI) was computed by
processing voltage waveforms using HT.

• MIFI, MVFI, SIFI, CVIFI, and HIFI were computed using the current- and voltage-
actuated parameters.

• The proposed hybrid current and voltage fault index (HCVFI) was computed by
multiplication of MIFI, MVFI, SIFI, CVIFI, HIFI, and a weight factor (WF). Faults were
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identified by comparing the maximum value of HCVFI, which is considered equal
to 500, with the hybrid current and voltage fault index (HCVFITH).

• Fault classification was achieved using an index for ground detection (IGD) and the
number of faulty phases. IGD was computed by decomposing the zero sequence
current using ST.

• The proposed method is effective in detecting and classifying fault events such as
AG, AB, ABG, ABC, and ABCG. It effectively detected faults during various cases
such as variable fault impedances, fault occurrence angles, and fault locations. It
also effectively detected the fault on a practical transmission line. It is effective
compared to other fault detection methods using DWT, a time–frequency approach,
or an alienation coefficient.

Eight sections are used to arrange the contents of paper. The introduction is the
first section. A discussion of the reported research, the existing research gap, our research
contribution, and the paper structure are discussed in this section. The test transmission line
is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 elaborates on the fault recognition method and related
mathematical formulas. Section 4, discusses the simulation results of fault identification
and classification. The simulation results of testing the technique during various case
studies are elaborated on in Section 5. Section 6, details the results of testing the algorithm
in detecting a fault that had occurred on a practical power line. A comparative study to
analyze the effectiveness of the proposed method is included in Section 7. Our research is
concluded in Section 8.

2. Test Transmission Line

The current study is validated using a two-terminal transmission line which is depicted
in Figure 1 [11]. Utility generator-1 (UG-1) and utility generator-2 (UG-2) represent the
large area utility grids between which the test transmission line is connected. In general this
test transmission line may be considered an inter-state transmission line (ISTS). The circuit
breakers (CB) CB-1 and CB-2 are equipped on both sides of bus-1. CB-3 and CB-4 are
equipped on both sides of bus-2. Circuit breaker CB-2 is utilized to trip the transmission
line when a faulty event is incident on the line. A current transformer (CT) placed near
bus-1 records the current, and a potential transformer (PT) installed on bus-1 captures the
voltage signal. These voltage and current signals are processed with the help of a designed
protection algorithm, and a trip command is initiated to actuate tripping of the power line.
In this study, bus-1 is taken as the sending end of the test line, and bus-2 is considered the
receiving end of the power line. The test transmission line parameters are elaborated on in
Table 1 [12].

~ ~
Bus-1

Record current and voltage signal

Decompose current and voltage signals

applying proposed algorithm to compute HCVFI

Compare peak magnitude of HCVFI

with threshold(HCVFIT) and generate trip

command during the condition of fault event

Bus-2

CB-1 CB-2 CB-3 CB-4
CT

Utility Generator-1 Utility Generator-2

PT

Figure 1. Test power line and installation of protection scheme [11].
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Table 1. Magnitude of HCVFI during faulty conditions.

S. No. Parameter Magnitude of Parameter

1 Line length 150 km

2 UG-1 voltage 500 ∠ 20◦ kV

3 UG-2 voltage 500 ∠ 0◦ kV

4 UG-1 equivalent impedance 17.177 + j45.529 Ω

5 UG-2 equivalent impedance 15.31 + j45.925 Ω

6 Line positive sequence
impedance 4.983 + j117.83 Ω

7 Line zero sequence impedance 12.682 + j364.196 Ω

8 Line positive sequence
admittance j1.468 mf

9 Zero sequence admittance of
transmission line j1.099 mf

10 Line power transfer capacity 433.63 + j294.52 MVA

3. Current- and Voltage-Actuated Protection Scheme

This section elaborates on the current- and voltage-actuated fault detection and classi-
fications steps of the presented protection scheme for a power line. A detailed description
of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 2 [11].

Simulate a fault event on the test transmission line.
Record current and voltage of all the three phases

at sending end bus using CT and PT. Compute zero
sequence current from phase currents

Decompose current signals using ST and
compute CMI, CMVI, CSI, and CCI

=0
Is

NF
?

=2
Is

NF
?

=1
Is

NF
?

ABC Fault or ABCG Fault

No

AG Fault
Yes

No

Compute MIFI, MVFI, SIFI and CVIFI

Compute HCVFI by multiplication of MIFI, MVFI, SIFI, CVIFI, HIFI and WF. Set a threshold value of 500 to detect the fault event. Find number of faulty phases (NF)

Is
IGD>THGD

?
ABC FaultABCG Fault

Yes No

Yes

Decompose current signals using HT and
compute HCI

Process zero sequence current using ST and compute IGD. Set a threshold value
of 1000 to detect the presence of ground

AB Fault or ABG Fault

AB FaultABG Fault
Yes No

YesNo

START

Decompose voltage signals using ST and
compute VMI, VMVI, VSI, and VCI

Decompose voltage signals using HT and
compute HVI

Compute HIFI from HCI and HVI

Is
IGD>THGD

?

Figure 2. Fault estimation and categorization algorithm [11].

3.1. Fault Detection

Current- and voltage-actuated fault detection can be achieved using the steps
detailed below.
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3.1.1. Current-Actuated Parameters

The current-actuated parameters are computed using the following steps:

• Realize a fault at the center of the test power line and record the currents using the CT
installed near bus-1.

• Process the current signal of phase-A (i1(t)) using ST and take the absolute values of
the output matrix to compute an ST output matrix with absolute values (STMAVC)
using the following expression [13,14]:

STMAVC1(τ, f ) = abs
(∫ +∞

−∞
i1(t)

| f |√
2π

e−
f 2(τ−t)2

2 e−j2π f tdt
)

(1)

The ST is taken as an extended form of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) which is
computed using short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to obtain a high time resolution
at a high frequency and a low time resolution at a low frequency [14]. The performance
of ST is the least affected by noise superimposed on current waveforms [15]. Similarly,
process the currents of phase-B (i2(t)) and phase-C (i3(t)) to compute STMAVC2 and
STMAVC2, respectively.

• Calculate the current-based median index (CMI1) for phase-A from STMAVC1 using
the formula detailed below:

CM1 = median(STMAVC1) (2)

Similarly, the current-based median indices CMI2 and CMI3 for phase-B and phase-C
are computed from STMAVC2 and STMAVC3, respectively.

• Calculate the current-based maximum value index (CMVI1) for phase-A from STMAVC1
using the formula detailed below:

CMVI1 = max(STMAVC1) (3)

Similarly, the current-based maximum value indices CMVI2 and CMVI3 for phase-B
and phase-C are computed from STMAVC2 and STMAVC3, respectively.

• Calculate the current-based summation index (CSI1) for phase-A from STMAVC1
using the formula detailed below:

CSI1 = sum(STMAVC1) (4)

Similarly, the current-based summation indices CSI2 and CSI3 for phase-B and phase-
C are computed from STMAVC2 and STMAVC3, respectively.

• Calculate the current-based co-variance index (CCI1) for phase-A from STMAVC1
using the formula detailed below:

CCI1 = cov(max(STMAVC1)) (5)

Similarly, the current-based co-variance indices CCI2 and CCI3 for phase-B and phase-
C are computed from STMAVC2 and STMAVC3, respectively.

• Process the current signal of phase-A (i1(t)) using HT and take the absolute mag-
nitudes of the output matrix to compute an HT output matrix with absolute val-
ues which is designated as Hilbert current index for phase-A (HCI1) using the
following expression:

HCI1 = abs
(

1
π

∫ +∞

−∞

i1(t)
t− τ

dτ

)
(6)

Similarly, process the currents of phases-B and C to compute HCI2 and HCI3 for these
phases, respectively.
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3.1.2. Voltage-Actuated Parameters

The voltage-actuated parameters are computed using the following steps:

• Realize a fault at the center of the test power line and record the voltage signals using
the PT installed on bus-1.

• Process the voltage signal of phase-A (v1(t)) using ST and take the absolute values of
the output matrix to compute an ST output matrix with absolute values (STMAVV) by
use of the following expression:

STMAVV1(τ, f ) = abs
(∫ +∞

−∞
v1(t)

| f |√
2π

e−
f 2(τ−t)2

2 e−j2π f tdt
)

(7)

Similarly, process the voltages of phase-B (v2(t)) and phase-C (v3(t)) to compute
STMAVV2 and STMAVV3, respectively.

• Calculate the voltage-based median index (VMI1) for phase-A from STMAVV1 using
the formula detailed below:

VMI1 = median(STMAVV1) (8)

Similarly, the voltage-based median indices VMI2 and VMI3 for phase-B and phase-C
are computed from STMAVV2 and STMAVV3, respectively.

• Calculate the voltage-based maximum value index (VMVI1) for phase-A from STMAVV1
using the formula detailed below:

VMVI1 = max(STMAVV1) (9)

Similarly, the voltage-based maximum value indices VMVI2 and VMVI3 for phase-B
and phase-C are computed from STMAVV2 and STMAVV3, respectively.

• Calculate the voltage-based summation index (VSI1) for phase-A from STMAVV1
using the formula detailed below:

VSI1 = sum(STMAVV1) (10)

Similarly, the voltage-based summation indices VSI2 and VSI3 for phase-B and phase-
C are computed from STMAVV2 and STMAVV3, respectively.

• Calculate the voltage-based co-variance index (VCI1) for phase-A from STMAVV1
using the formula detailed below:

VCI1 = cov(max(STMAVV1)) (11)

Similarly, the voltage-based co-variance indices VCI2 and VCI3 for phase-B and
phase-C are computed from STMAVV2 and STMAVV3, respectively.

• Process the voltage signal of phase-A (v1(t)) using HT and take the absolute magni-
tudes of the output matrix to compute an HT output matrix with absolute values which
is designated as Hilbert voltage index for phase-A (HVI1) using following expression:

HVI1 = abs
(

1
π

∫ +∞

−∞

v1(t)
t− τ

dτ

)
(12)

Similarly, process the voltages of phase-B and C to compute HVI2 and HVI3 for
phase-B and C, respectively.

3.1.3. Computation of MIFI

The median intermediate fault indices (MIFI) for phase-A (MIFI1), B (MIFI2), and
C (MIFI3) are computed by multiplication of CMI and VMI of phase-A, B, and C as
detailed below:

MIFI1 = CMI1×VMI1 (13)
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MIFI2 = CMI2×VMI2 (14)

MIFI3 = CMI3×VMI3 (15)

3.1.4. Computation of Maximum Value Fault Indices

The maximum value fault indices (MVFI) for phase-A (MVFI1), B (MVFI2), and C
(MVFI3) are computed by multiplication of CMVI and VMVI of the phase-A, B, and C as
detailed below:

MVFI1 = CMVI1×VMVI1 (16)

MVFI2 = CMVI2×VMVI2 (17)

MVFI3 = CMVI3×VMVI3 (18)

3.1.5. Computation of Summation Intermediate Fault Indices

The summation intermediate fault indices (SIFI) for phase-A (SIFI1), B (SIFI2), and
C (SIFI3) are computed by multiplication of CSI and VSI of the phase-A, B, and C as
detailed below:

SIFI1 = CSI1×VSI1 (19)

SIFI2 = CSI2×VSI2 (20)

SIFI3 = CSI3×VSI3 (21)

3.1.6. Computation of Co-Variance Intermediate Fault Indices

The co-variance intermediate fault indices (CVIFI) for phase-A (CVIFI1), B (CVIFI2),
and C (CVIFI3) are computed by multiplication of CCI and VCI of the phase-A, B, and C as
detailed below:

CVIFI1 = CCI1×VCI1 (22)

CVIFI2 = CCI2×VCI2 (23)

CVIFI3 = CCI3×VCI3 (24)

3.1.7. Computation of Hilbert Intermediate Fault Indices

The Hilbert intermediate fault indices (HIFI) for phase-A (HIFI1), B (HIFI2), and C
(HIFI3) are evaluated by multiplying the HCI and HVI of phase-A, B, and C as detailed below:

HIFI1 = HCI1× HVI1 (25)

HIFI2 = HCI2× HVI2 (26)

HIFI3 = HCI3× HVI3 (27)

3.1.8. Computation of Hybrid Current and Voltage Fault Indices

Calculate the proposed hybrid current and voltage fault indices (HCVFI) for phase-A
(HCVFI1), B (HCVFI2), and C (HCVFI3) by multiplication of MIFI, MVFI, SIFI, CVIFI, HIFI,
and a weight factor (WF) as detailed below:

HCVFI1 = MIFI1×MVFI1× SIFI1× CVIFI1× HIFI1×WF (28)

HCVFI2 = MIFI2×MVFI2× SIFI2× CVIFI2× HIFI2×WF (29)

HCVFI3 = MIFI3×MVFI3× SIFI3× CVIFI3× HIFI3×WF (30)

Here, the weight factor (WF) is considered equal to 1.2 × 103. We decided on a
threshold magnitude for the hybrid current- and voltage fault index (HCVFITH) equal to
500 for estimation of faults. HCVFITH was set to 500 after testing the protection algorithm
for various fault conditions such as fault location at different points of line, different fault
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impedances, different fault occurrence angles on waveforms, and reverse power flows on
the test line.

3.2. Fault Classification

Faults are grouped in three groups, using the number of faulty phases which is
computed by comparing the HCVFI of every phase with the HCVFITH. The first fault
group (FFG) contains faults such as AG, BG, and CG, where only one phase is faulty, for
which the HCVFI is higher compared to the HCVFITH. The second fault group (SFG)
contains faults such as AB and ABG, where two phases are faulty. The third fault group
(TFG) contains faults such as ABC and ABCG, where all phases are faulty. Faults in the
SFG and TFG are discriminated from each other using an index for ground detection (IGD).
The IGD is computed by processing zero sequence currents by application of an ST-based
ground detection approach as discussed below. The zero sequence current (I0) is obtained
from the phase currents using the relation detailed below:

I0 =
I1 + I2 + I3

3
(31)

Process zero sequence currents (Io) by application of ST and take the absolute values
of the output matrix (STZCA) using the following expression:

STZCA = abs
(∫ +∞

−∞
I0(t)

| f |√
2π

e−
f 2(τ−t)2

2 e−j2π f tdt
)

(32)

Calculate the median zero sequence index (MZSI) from STZCA using the formula
detailed below:

MZSI = median(STZCA) (33)

Calculate the maximum value zero sequence index (MVZSI) for phase-A from STZCA
using the formula detailed below:

MVZSI = max(STZCA) (34)

Calculate the summation zero sequence index (SZSI) for phase-A from STZCA using
the formula detailed below:

SZSI = sum(STZCA) (35)

Calculate the co-variance zero sequence index (CVZSI) for phase-A from STZCA
using the formula detailed below:

CVZSI = cov(max(STZCA)) (36)

The index for ground detection (IGD) is computed by multiplication of MZSI, MVZSI,
SZSI, and CVZSI as described below:

IGD = MZSI ×MVZSI × SZSI × CVZSI (37)

Involvement of ground is detected by comparing the maximum magnitude of IGD
with the threshold for ground detection (THGD). The THGD is set to 1000. IGD is effective
in discriminating AB and ABG faults. Similarly, it is also effective in discriminating ABC
and ABCG faults.

4. Discussion of Simulation Results

The results for the estimation and classification of faults on the test line by application
of the proposed current- and voltage-actuated protection method are elaborated on in
this section.
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4.1. Fault Detection

The investigated fault events include phase-A to ground (AG) faults, faults between
phase-A and phase-B (AB), faults between phase-A, phase-B, and ground (ABG), faults
between three phases (ABC), and faults between three phases and ground (ABCG). Detailed
results on detection of the investigated faults are elaborated on in this section.

4.1.1. AG Fault

An AG fault is realized in the middle of the test line (75 km from bus-1). The currents
and voltages of all phases are captured on bus-1 of the power line. Current waveforms
of all phases are depicted in Figure 3. The voltage waveforms of all phases are depicted
in Figure 3b. These currents and voltages are decomposed applying ST to compute MIFI,
MVFI, and SIFI, which are detailed in Figure 3c–e, in respective sequence. The current and
voltage signals are also decomposed using HT and Hilbert fault indices (HFI) are obtained,
which is depicted in Figure 3f. The HCVFI is evaluated using the designed method, which
is depicted in Figure 3g.
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Figure 3. Estimation of AG faults using the current- and voltage-actuated protection method. (a) Cur-
rents of all phases, (b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI, (e) SIFI, (f) HFI, and (g) HCVFI.

Figure 3a depicts that the current of phase-A is increased after AG fault occurrence,
whereas the currents of phase-B and C retain the values of the pre-fault scenario and the
sinusoidal nature is maintained similar to that of a healthy scenario. Figure 3b depicts that
the voltage of phase-A is decreased after AG fault occurrence and the voltages of phase-B
and C maintained the sinusoidal nature of the healthy scenario. Figure 3c depicts that
the voltage-based MIFI are increased after fault occurrence for every phase. Figure 3d
details that the values of the voltage-based MVFI of the faulty phase-A change and deviate
from straight line nature. The MVFI magnitudes of phase-B and C, which are healthy, are
retained compared to the pre-fault scenario. Figure 3e depicts that the SIFI of all phases
are increased after fault incidence. However, the increase in SIFI of the faulty phase-A
is high compared to the healthy phase-B and C. Figure 3f depicts that the HFI of the
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faulty phase-A is increased after fault. However, the HFI of the healthy phase-B and C are
similar to those of pre-fault time. Figure 3g depicts that the HCVFI of the faulty phase-A is
increased after the fault and becomes high relative to the HCVFITH, which indicates the
faulty nature of phase-A. However, the HCVFI for phase-B and C is similar to and below
the HCVFITH, which indicates the healthy nature of the phases. Hence, AG fault incidents
are recognized effectively using the proposed current- and voltage-actuated protection
scheme. The magnitudes of the HCVFI for all the phases in the event of an AG fault are
included in Table 2. It is seen that the HCVFI of phase-A has high values and the HCVFI of
phase-B and C are near zero.

Table 2. Magnitudes of HCVFI for investigated faults.

Fault Name
HCVFI

Phase-A Phase-B Phase-C

AG 1.1596 × 105 2.9253 × 10−9 6.1953 × 10−10

AB 3.4410 × 106 7.6077 × 105 1.9314 × 10−11

ABG 6.7301 × 106 4.8628 × 106 1.3624 × 10−8

ABC 4.9292 × 106 3.7025 × 107 3.1787 × 107

ABCG 4.9292 × 106 3.7025 × 107 3.1787 × 107

4.1.2. AB Fault

An AB fault is realized in the middle of the healthy test line (75 km from bus-1).
The currents and voltages of all phases are recorded on bus-1 of the healthy line. The
current waveforms of all phases are depicted in Figure 4. The voltage waveforms of all
phases are depicted in Figure 4b. These currents and voltages are decomposed applying ST
to compute MIFI, MVFI, and SIFI, which are detailed in Figure 4c–e, in respective sequence.
The current and voltage signals are also decomposed using HT and Hilbert fault indices
(HFI) are obtained, which are depicted in Figure 4f. The HCVFI is evaluated using the
designed method, which is depicted in Figure 4g.

Figure 4a depicts that the currents of phase-A and B are increased after AB fault
occurrence, whereas the current of phase-C follows a sinusoidal nature similar to pre-fault
time. Figure 4b depicts that the voltages of phase-A and B are decreased after AB fault
occurrence, whereas the voltage of phase-C follows a sinusoidal nature similar to pre-fault
time. Figure 4c depicts that the MIFI is increased after AB fault, whereas the MIFI of
phase-C has a low magnitude. Figure 4d depicts that the MVFI of the faulty phase-A and
B are changed and deviate from a straight line nature. However, the MVFI of the healthy
phase-C is similar to pre-fault time. Figure 4e depicts that the SIFI is increased after AB
fault occurrence. However, the SIFI of the healthy phase-C is increased by a small amount
compared to those of the faulty phase-A and B. Figure 4f depicts that the HFI of the faulty
phase-A and B are increased after AB fault condition. However, the HFI of the healthy
phase-C is similar to the pre-fault scenario. Figure 4g indicates that the HCVFI of the faulty
phase-A and B are increased after AB fault and become higher than the HCVFITH, which
indicates the faulty nature of phase-A and B. However, the HCVFI of phase-C is similar to
that of pre-fault time and lower compared to the HCVFITH, indicating the healthy nature
of this phase. Hence, AB faults are identified effectively using the proposed current- and
voltage-actuated protection scheme.

The HCVFI of all phases during an AB fault event are detailed in Table 2. It can be
seen that the HCVFI for phase-A and B are high, whereas the value of phase-C is very low.
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Figure 4. Estimation of AB faults using the current- and voltage-actuated protection method. (a) Cur-
rents of all phases, (b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI, (e) SIFI, (f) HFI, and (g) HCVFI.

4.1.3. ABG Fault

An ABG fault is realized at the center of the test line (75 km from bus-1). The currents
and voltages of all phases are captured on bus-1 of the line. Current waveforms of all
phases are depicted in Figure 5a. The voltage waveforms of all phases are depicted in
Figure 5b. These currents and voltages are decomposed applying ST to compute MIFI,
MVFI, and SIFI, which are detailed in Figure 5c–e, in respective sequence. The current and
voltage signals are also decomposed using HT and Hilbert fault indices (HFI) are obtained,
which is depicted in Figure 5f. The HCVFI is evaluated using the designed method, which
is depicted in Figure 5g.

Figure 5a indicates that currents of phase-A and B are increased due to ABG fault oc-
currence, whereas the magnitude of the current of phase-C sustains its sinusoidal waveform
similar to the healthy period. Figure 5b indicates that the voltages of phase-A and B are
decreased during post-fault time of ABG faults, whereas the voltage of phase-C sustains its
sinusoidal waveform similar to the healthy period. Figure 5c indicates that the magnitude
of the MIFI is increased for phase-A and B due to ABG faults whereas the MIFI of phase-C
has low values. Figure 5d indicates that the MVFI of faulty phase-A and B change and
deviate from a straight line nature. However, the MVFI of the healthy phase-C is the same
in post-fault conditions and in the pre-fault period. Figure 5e indicates that the SIFI are
increased due to ABG fault conditions for phase-A and B. However, the increase in the
SIFI of the healthy phase-C is small in comparison to the faulty phase-A and B. Figure 5f
describes that the HFI of the faulty phase-A and B are increased due to occurrence of ABG
faults. However, the HFI of the healthy phase-C is similar to that observed in pre-fault time.
Figure 5g indicates that the HCVFI of the faulty phase-A and B are increased due to ABG
fault occurrence and become higher than the threshold HCVFITH, indicating the faulty
nature of phase-A and B. However, the values of the HCVFI for phase-C in post-fault con-
ditions are lower than HCVFITH, indicating the healthy nature of this phase. Hence, ABG
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faults are effectively recognized by the use of the proposed current- and voltage-actuated
protection scheme.

The values of the HCVFI of every phase during an ABG fault are provided in Table 2.
It is observed that the HCVFI of phase-A and B have high magnitudes, whereas the HCVFI
of phase-C has a small magnitude.
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Figure 5. Estimation of ABG faults using the current- and voltage-actuated protection method.
(a) Currents of all phases, (b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI, (e) SIFI, (f) HFI, and (g)
HCVFI.

4.1.4. ABC Fault

An ABC fault is realized at the center of the test line (75 km from bus-1). The currents
and voltages of all phases are captured on bus-1 of line. Current waveforms of all phases are
depicted in Figure 6. The voltage waveforms of all phases are depicted in Figure 6b. These
currents and voltages are decomposed applying ST to compute MIFI, MVFI, and SIFI, which
are detailed in Figure 6c–e, in respective sequence. The current and voltage signals are
also decomposed using HT and Hilbert fault indices (HFI) are obtained, which is depicted
in Figure 6f. The HCVFI is evaluated using the designed method, which is depicted in
Figure 6g.

Figure 6a indicates that the currents of all phases are increased due to ABC faults.
Figure 6b details that the voltages associated with all phases decrease due to ABC faults.
Figure 6c details that the MIFI of all phases is increased due to ABC faults. Figure 6d
indicates that the MVFI of all phases change and deviate from a straight line nature.
Figure 6e details that the values of current- and voltage-based SIFI are increased due to
ABC faults. Figure 6f describes that the HFI of all phases are increased after ABC fault
occurrence. Figure 6g details that the HCVFI of all phases is increased after ABC fault
occurrence and becomes higher than the threshold HCVFITH, indicating the faulty nature
of these phases. Hence, ABC faults are identified efficiently using the proposed current-
and voltage-actuated protection scheme.
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The values of the HCVFI of all phases for an ABC fault are included in Table 2. It is
seen that the HCVFI for all phases have high values.
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Figure 6. Estimation of ABC faults using the current- and voltage-actuated protection method.
(a) Currents of all phases, (b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI, (e) SIFI, (f) HFI, and
(g) HCVFI.

4.1.5. ABCG Fault

An ABCG fault is realized at the center of the test line (75 km from bus-1). The currents
and voltages of all phases are captured on bus-1 of the line. Current waveforms of all
phases are depicted in Figure 7. The voltage waveforms of all phases are depicted in
Figure 7b. These currents and voltages are decomposed applying ST to compute MIFI,
MVFI, and SIFI, which are detailed in Figure 7c–e, in respective sequence. The current and
voltage signals are also decomposed using HT and Hilbert fault indices (HFI) are obtained,
which is depicted in Figure 7f. The HCVFI is evaluated using the designed method which
is depicted in Figure 7g.

Figure 7a indicates that currents of all phases are increased due to ABCG fault oc-
currence. Figure 7b details that the voltages associated with all phases are decreased due
to ABCG fault occurrence. Figure 7c indicates that the MIFI of all phases are increased
after ABCG fault occurrence. Figure 7d indicates that the MVFI of all phases are changed
and deviate from a straight line nature. Figure 7e indicates that the SIFI of every phase is
increased after ABCG fault occurrence. Figure 7f indicates that the HFI of all phases are
increased after ABCG fault occurrence. Figure 7g indicates that the HCVFI of all phases are
increased due to ABCG fault occurrence and become higher than the HCVFITH, indicating
the faulty nature of all phases. Hence, ABCG faults are effectively identified using the
proposed current- and voltage-actuated protection scheme.

The values of the HCVFI for all phases of an ABCG fault are included in Table 2. It is
observed that the HCVFI for all phases have high values.
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Figure 7. Estimation of ABCG faults using the current- and voltage-actuated protection method.
(a) Currents of all phases, (b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI, (e) SIFI, (f) HFI, and (g) HCVFI.

4.2. Fault Classification

Classification of faults is performed using the number of faulty phases and the index
for ground detection (IGD). Faults involving one phase and ground are considered as
single-phase-to-ground faults such as AG, BGs and CG. Faults involving two phases are
considered as two-phase faults without involvement of ground (AB, BC, and CA) and
with involvement of ground (ABG, BCG, and CAG). Faults involving all three phases
are considered as three-phase faults without involvement of ground (ABC) and with
involvement of ground (ABCG). Ground involvement during two-phase and three-phase
faults is detected using IGD. IGD for the AB fault and ABG fault is described in Figure 8. It
is seen that the IGD for an ABG fault is higher relative to the threshold for ground detection
(THGD), which is equal to 1000, whereas the IGD is lower relative to THGD for an AB fault.
Hence, all faults can be classified using the number of faulty phases and IGD.
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Figure 8. Index for ground detection.
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5. Testing of the Algorithm in Various Case Studies

This section discusses the results of fault estimation for different case studies with
different operating scenarios.

5.1. Impact of Variations in Fault Incidence Angle

To investigate an effect of variations in the fault occurrence angle, an AG fault is
realized at the center of the line (75 km from bus-1) with a fault angle of 45◦. Currents
and voltages of all phases are recorded on bus-1 of the line. The currents of all phases are
described in Figure 9a. The voltages of all phases are described in Figure 9b. The currents
and voltages are decomposed by applying ST to compute MIFI, MVFI, and SIFI, which
are detailed in Figure 9c–e, in respective order. The current and voltage waveforms are
also decomposed using HT, and HFI are computed, which are detailed in Figure 9f. The
proposed HCVFI is computed using the proposed method, which is illustrated in Figure 9g.
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Figure 9. Estimation of AG faults with a fault angle of 45◦ using the current- and voltage-actuated
protection method. (a) Currents of all phases, (b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI, (e) SIFI,
(f) HFI, and (g) HCVFI.

Figure 9a indicates that the current of phase-A is increased due to AG faults with an
angle of 45◦, whereas the currents of phase-B and C retain their sinusoidal nature similar
to the pre-fault period. Figure 9b indicates that voltage of phase-A is decreased due to
occurrence of AG faults with an angle of 45◦, whereas the voltages of phase-B and C retain
their sinusoidal nature similar to the healthy period. Figure 9c indicates that the MIFI is
increased due to occurrence of AG faults with an angle of 45◦. Figure 9d indicates that the
MVFI of phase-A is changed and deviates from a straight line nature. However, the MVFI of
the healthy phase-B and C are similar to those in the pre-fault condition. Figure 9e indicates
that the SIFI is increased due to the AG fault condition. However, the increase in the SIFI
of the faulty phase-A is high compared to the healthy phase-B and C. Figure 9f indicates
that the HFI of the faulty phase-A is increased due to the fault condition. However, the
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HFI of the healthy phase-B and C are similar to the pre-fault condition. Figure 9g indicates
that the HCVFI of the faulty phase-A is increased due to occurrence of AG faults with
an angle of 45◦, and becomes high relative to the HCVFITH, indicating the faulty nature
of phase-A. However, the HCVFI of phase-B and C are lower relative to the HCVFITH,
indicating the healthy nature of these phases. Hence, AG faults with an angle of 45◦ are
effectively recognized using the proposed current- and voltage-actuated protection scheme.

To investigate the impact of variations in fault occurrence angles, an AG fault is real-
ized at the center of the test power line (75 km from bus-1), considering a fault occurrence
angle of 90◦. Currents and voltages of all phases are captured on bus-1 of the power line.
Currents of all phases are depicted in Figure 10a. Voltages of all phases are depicted in
Figure 10b. These currents and voltages are decomposed by application of ST to compute
MIFI, MVFI, and SIFI, which are detailed in Figure 10c–e, sequentially. Current and volt-
age signals are also processed using HT, and the HFI are computed, which is depicted
in Figure 10f. The designed HCVFI is computed using the proposed method, which is
illustrated in Figure 10g.
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Figure 10. Estimation of AG faults with a fault incidence angle of 90° using the current- and voltage-
actuated protection method. (a) Currents of all phases, (b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI,
(e) SIFI, (f) HFI, and (g) HCVFI.

Figure 10a depicts that the current of phase-A is increased after occurrence of AG faults
with a fault occurrence angle of 90◦, whereas the magnitudes of the currents of phase-B
and C follow a sinusoidal nature similar to that recorded in the healthy interval. Figure 10b
depicts that the voltage of phase-A is decreased due to occurrence of AG faults with a
fault occurrence angle of 90◦, whereas the voltages of phase-B and C follow the sinusoidal
nature similar to the healthy interval. Figure 10c details that the MIFI is increased due to
occurrence of AG faults with a fault occurrence angle of 90◦. Figure 10d indicates that the
MVFI of the faulty phase-A is changed and deviates from a straight line nature. However,
the MVFI of the healthy phase-B and C are similar to those seen in the pre-fault condition.
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Figure 10e indicates that the SIFI is increased due to occurrence of AG faults. However,
the increase in the SIFI of the faulty phase-A is high relative to the healthy phase-B and C.
Figure 10f indicates that the HFI of the faulty phase-A is increased due to occurrence of
the fault. However, the HFI of the healthy phase-B and C are similar to those of pre-fault
scenario. Figure 10g indicates that the HCVFI of the faulty phase-A is increased due to
occurrence of the fault condition considering a fault occurrence angle of 90◦, and becomes
high relative to the threshold HCVFITH, which indicates the faulty nature of phase-A.
However, the HCVFI of phase-B and C are similar to the pre-fault scenario and lower than
the HCVFITH, which indicates the healthy nature of the phases. Hence, AG fault incidents
with a fault occurrence angle of 90◦ are effectively recognized using the proposed current-
and voltage-actuated protection scheme.

the designed current- and voltage-actuated fault recognition algorithm is tested to
detect AG fault incidents in the middle of the test transmission line with fault incidence
angles of 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦, and 180◦. Peak magnitudes of HCVFI for all phases
during these different conditions are included in Table 3. It is observed that the peak
magnitude of the HCVFI for phase-A with investigated fault incidence angle is higher than
the HCVFITH, whereas the peak magnitude of the HCVFI for phase-B and C is lower than
the HCVFITH. Hence, the proposed fault detection method is effective in detecting faults
for all possible fault incidence angles on a half cycle. The next half cycle is a mirror image
of the of the first half cycle. Hence, the algorithm is also effective in detecting faults on the
next half cycle, and, ultimately over the entire cycle.

Table 3. Magnitudes of HCVFI for AG faults with different fault incidence angles.

Fault Incidence Angle
HCVFI

Phase-A Phase-B Phase-C

0◦ 1.1596 × 105 2.9253 × 10−9 6.1953 × 10−10

30◦ 1.5729 × 105 1.6947 × 10−7 1.9282 × 10−8

60◦ 2.6444 × 105 2.1137 × 10−6 2.5749 × 10−7

90◦ 2.9118 × 105 1.7011 × 10−6 1.2399 × 10−7

120◦ 2.7605 × 105 2.4511 × 10−7 5.4373 × 10−8

150◦ 1.8069 × 105 2.3092 × 10−8 4.0983 × 10−8

180◦ 1.4967 × 105 3.2953 × 10−9 5.0839 × 10−10

5.2. Fault Impedance Variations

To investigate the effect of variations in fault impedance, an AG fault is realized at
the center of the test power line (75 km from node-1), considering a fault impedance of
5 Ω. The currents of all phases are depicted in Figure 11a. The voltages of all phases are
depicted in Figure 11b. These currents and voltages are decomposed using ST to compute
MIFI, MVFI, and SIFI, which are depicted in Figure 11c–e, sequentially. The current and
voltage waveforms are also decomposed using HT and the HFI are computed, which is
depicted in Figure 11f. The proposed HCVFI is computed using the designed method,
which is depicted in Figure 11g.

Figure 11a depicts that the current of phase-A is increased after occurrence of AG
faults with a fault impedance of 5 Ω, whereas the currents of phase-B and C follow the
sinusoidal nature similar to the healthy period. Figure 11b indicates that the voltage of
phase-A is decreased after occurrence of AG faults with a fault impedance of 5 Ω, whereas
the voltages of phase-B and C follow a sinusoidal nature similar to the healthy period.
Figure 11c indicates that the MIFI is increased after occurrence of AG faults considering a
fault impedance of 5 Ω. Figure 11d indicates that the MVFI of the faulty phase-A is changed
and deviates from a straight line nature. However, the MVFI of the healthy phase-B and
C are the same as those of the pre-fault condition. Figure 11e indicates that the SIFI is
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increased after occurrence of AG fault condition with a fault impedance of 5 Ω. However,
increase in the SIFI for the faulty phase-A is high compared to the healthy phase-B and
C. Figure 11f indicates that the HFI of the faulty phase-A is increased after occurrence of
fault. However, the HFI of the healthy phase-B and C is similar in the post-fault condition
and in the pre-fault scenario. Figure 11g indicates that the HCVFI of the faulty phase-A
is increased after occurrence of fault considering a fault impedance of 5 Ω and becomes
high relative to the threshold HCVFITH, indicating the faulty nature of phase-A. However,
the HCVFI of the healthy phase-B and C are similar to those in the pre-fault condition
and low relative to the HCVFITH, indicating healthiness of these phases. Hence, AG fault
occurrence with a fault impedance of 5 Ω is effectively recognized using the designed
current- and voltage-actuated protection scheme.
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Figure 11. Estimation of AG faults with a fault impedance of 5 Ω using the current- and voltage-
actuated protection method. (a) Currents of all phases, (b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI,
(e) SIFI, (f) HFI, and (g) HCVFI.

The designed current- and voltage-actuated fault recognition algorithm is tested to
detect AG fault incidents in the middle of the test transmission line with fault impedances of
0 Ω, 2 Ω, 4 Ω, 6 Ω, 8 Ω, 10 Ω, and 50 Ω. Peak magnitudes of the HCVFI for all phases with
different fault impedances are included in Table 4. It is observed that the peak magnitudes
of the HCVFI for phase-A with the investigated fault impedances are higher than the
HCVFITH, whereas the peak magnitudes of the HCVFI for phase-B and C are lower than
HCVFITH. Hence, the proposed fault detection method is effective in detecting faults for
fault impedances as high as 50 Ω.
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Table 4. Magnitudes of HCVFI for AG faults with different fault impedances.

Fault Impedance
HCVFI

Phase-A Phase-B Phase-C

0 Ω 1.1596 × 105 2.9253 × 10−9 6.1953 × 10−10

2 Ω 7.0187 × 104 2.9450 × 10−9 5.1641 × 10−10

4 Ω 4.0913 × 104 2.8969 × 10−9 4.2383 × 10−10

6 Ω 2.9786 × 104 2.8140 × 10−9 3.4607 × 10−10

8 Ω 4.0558 × 104 2.7107 × 10−9 2.8331 × 10−10

10 Ω 5.4548 × 104 2.5949 × 10−9 2.3555× 10−10

50 Ω 6.3866 × 103 7.3598 × 10−10 1.9503 × 10−10

5.3. Fault Location Variations

To investigate the impact of variations in fault location, an AG fault is realized at
a location of 30 km from bus-1. The currents of all phases are illustrated in Figure 12a.
The voltages associated with all phases are detailed in Figure 12b. These currents and
voltages are decomposed with the help of ST to compute MIFI, MVFI, and SIFI, which are
detailed in Figure 12c–e, sequentially. The current and voltage signals are also decomposed
using HT and HFI are computed, which is detailed in Figure 12f. The proposed HCVFI is
computed using the proposed method, which is detailed in Figure 12g.
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Figure 12. Estimation of AG fault incidents at a location of 30 km from the sending terminal of the
transmission line using the current- and voltage-actuated protection method. (a) Currents of all
phases, (b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI, (e) SIFI, (f) HFI, and (g) HCVFI.

Figure 12a indicates that the current of phase-A is increased after occurrence of AG
faults at a location of 30 km from bus-1, whereas the currents of phase-B and C follow
the sinusoidal nature similar to the healthy period. Figure 12b indicates that the voltage
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of phase-A is decreased after occurrence of AG faults at a location of 30 km from bus-1,
whereas the voltages of phase-B and C follow a sinusoidal nature similar to the healthy
period. Figure 12c details that the MIFI is increased after occurrence of AG faults at a
location of 30 km from bus-1. Figure 12d indicates that the MVFI of the faulty phase-A
is changed and deviates from a straight line nature. However, the MVFI of the healthy
phase-B and C is similar to the pre-fault condition. Figure 12e indicates that the SIFI is
increased after occurrence of AG fault condition at a location of 30 km from bus-1. However,
the increase in the SIFI of the faulty phase-A is high relative to the healthy phase-B and
C. Figure 12f details that the HFI of the faulty phase-A is increased after occurrence of
fault. However, the HFI of the healthy phase-B and C is similar to the pre-fault condition.
Figure 12g indicates that HCVFI of the faulty phase-A is increased after occurrence of fault
at a location of 30 km from bus-1 and becomes high relative to the HCVFITH, indicating
the faulty nature of phase-A. However, the HCVFI for the healthy phase-B and C is similar
to the pre-fault scenario and low relative to the HCVFITH, indicating the healthy nature of
the phases. Hence, AG faults occurring at a location of 30 km from bus-1 are effectively
recognized using the designed current- and voltage-actuated protection scheme.

to investigate the effect of variations in fault location, an AG fault is realized at location
of 120 km from bus-1. The currents of all phases are depicted in Figure 13a. The voltages of
all phases are depicted in Figure 13b. These currents and voltages are decomposed with
the help of ST to compute MIFI, MVFI, and SIFI, which are detailed in Figure 13c–e, in
respective order. The current and voltage signals are also decomposed using HT and HFI
are computed, which is depicted in Figure 13f. The proposed HCVFI is computed using
the proposed method, which is illustrated in Figure 13g.
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Figure 13. Estimation of AG fault incidents at a location of 120 km from the sending terminal of the
power line using the current- and voltage-actuated protection method. (a) Currents of all phases,
(b) voltages of all phases, (c) MIFI, (d) MVFI, (e) SIFI, (f) HFI, and (g) HCVFI.

Figure 13a indicates that the current of phase-A is increased after occurrence of AG
faults at a location of 120 km from bus-1, whereas the currents of phase-B and C follow
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the sinusoidal nature similar to the healthy period. Figure 13b indicates that the voltage
of phase-A is decreased after occurrence of AG faults at a location of 120 km from bus-1,
whereas the voltages of phase-B and C follow the sinusoidal nature similar to the healthy
period. Figure 13c indicates that the MIFI is increased after occurrence of AG faults at a
location of 120 km from bus-1. Figure 13d indicates that the MVFI of the faulty phase-A
is changed and deviates from a straight line nature. However, the MVFI of the healthy
phase-B and C are similar to the pre-fault condition. Figure 13e indicates that the SIFI
is increased after occurrence of AG faults at a location of 120 km from bus-1. However,
increase in the SIFI of the faulty phase-A is high relative to phase-B and C. Figure 13f depicts
that the HFI of the faulty phase-A is increased after occurrence of the fault. However, the
HFI of the healthy phase-B and C are similar to the pre-fault condition. Figure 13g indicates
that the HCVFI of the faulty phase-A is increased after occurrence of fault at a location of
120 km from bus-1 and becomes high relative to HCVFITH, indicating the faulty nature of
phase-A. However, the HCVFI for the healthy phase-B and C is the same as in the pre-fault
condition and low relative to the HCVFITH, indicating the healthy nature of the phases.
Hence, AG faults occurring at a location of 120 km from bus-1 are effectively recognized
using the proposed current- and voltage-actuated protection scheme.

The designed current- and voltage-actuated fault recognition algorithm is tested to
detect AG fault incidents at locations 20 km, 40 km, 60 km, 80 km, 100 km, 120 km, and 140
km away from the sending end bus-1 of the test transmission. Peak magnitudes of the
HCVFI for all phases with different fault locations are included in Table 5. It is observed
that the peak magnitudes of the HCVFI for phase-A with the investigated fault locations is
higher than the HCVFITH, whereas the peak magnitudes of the HCVFI for phase-B and C
are lower than the HCVFITH. Hence, the proposed fault detection method is effective in
detecting fault incidents on every location of the transmission line.

Table 5. Magnitudes of HCVFI for AG faults at different fault locations.

Fault Location
HCVFI

Phase-A Phase-B Phase-C

20 km 8.1529 × 106 0.0098 0.0191

40 km 8.0364 × 105 3.6033 × 10−4 0.0011

60 km 1.7889 × 105 3.6384 × 10−6 1.7873 × 10−5

80 km 1.1774 × 105 9.2254 × 10−8 6.3385 × 10−8

100 km 7.3322 × 104 9.2265 × 10−6 7.0646 × 10−5

120 km 5.1786 × 104 3.0758 × 10−4 0.0056

140 km 4.6031 × 104 0.0048 0.2228

6. Testing of the Algorithm on a Practical Transmission Line

The fault detection approach of the designed protection scheme is tested on a 180 km
long practical line operated on a 400kV voltage level and connected between a 400 kV
Grid sub-station (GSS), Jodhpur, and a 400 kV GSS, Kankroli, of the utility transmission
network in Rajasthan, India. Interconnection of the transmission lines and generation lines
at 400 kV GSS, Kankroli, and 400 kV GSS, Jodhpur, is illustrated in Figure 14. The 400 kV
test transmission line between Kankroli and Jodhpur is a single circuit (S/C) line with a
surge impedance loading (SIL) rating equal to 515 MW. This test line is part of a large-area
practical utility network. Details of the grid sub-station, circuit length of transmission lines,
and installed capacity of generation sources of Rajasthan transmission system are included
in Tables 6–8, [16] respectively. Details of generation, transmission network, transformers,
and loads of the practical utility network used for the study are available in [12].
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Figure 14. The 400kV S/C Jodhpur–Kankroli practical transmission line of the Indian Grid.

Table 6. Number of extra-high voltage grid sub-stations.

Sr. No. Voltage Level of
GSS

Total Number of
Existing GSS

Total Number of
under Construction

GSS

1 765 kV 2 2

2 400 kV 18 6

3 220 kV 128 22

4 132 kV 469 44

Total - 617 74

Table 7. Circuit length of extra-high voltage transmission lines.

Sr. No. Voltage Level of
GSS

Length of Existing
Lines (Circuit km)

Length of under
Construction Lines

(Circuit km)

1 765 kV 2 2

2 400 kV 18 6

3 220 kV 128 22

4 132 kV 469 44

Total - 617 74

Table 8. Source-wise installed capacity of generation [16].

Sr. No. Capacity (MW) Percentage Contribution

Coal-based power plant 13284.368 57%

Gas-based power plant 603.50 3%

Nuclear power plant 456.74 2%

Hydro power plant 1961.954 8%

Wind power plant 3730.35 16%

Biomass power plant 101.95 0.43%

Solar power plant 3288.10 14%

Small-size solar power plant 60.50 0.26%

The algorithm is tested on the practical 400 kV S/C Jodhpur–Kankroli practical trans-
mission line of the Indian Grid illustrated in Figure 15. The current and voltage waveforms
for a period of 12 cycles, which includes 6 pre-fault time cycles and 6 post-fault time
cycles, are captured from the fault recorders installed on the transmission line at the 400
kV GSS Jodhpur end of the line. The current waveform is decomposed using the designed
algorithm to compute the HCVFI which is depicted in Figure 15. It is observed that the
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maximum magnitude of the HCVFI is greater than the HCVFITH for phase-A. The peak
value of the HCVFI is lower than the HCVFITH for phase-B and C. Hence, the proposed
method effectively identifies fault event incidents on a practical power line of a large-area
real-time utility network.
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Figure 15. HCVFI for an AG fault incident on a practical transmission line.

7. Performance Comparison

The performance of the proposed method used for fault detection is compared to a
discrete wavelet transform (DWT)-based approach. It is established that the DWT-based
protection scheme reported in [17] is effective with a noise level of 40 dB SNR (signal to
noise ratio) and lower. Our proposed method is effective for detecting faults efficiently even
in the presence of high noise levels of 20dB SNR. Hence, the performance of the designed
method is better relative to DWT-based methods. The performance of the proposed method
is also compared with a time–frequency-based transmission line protection method [18]
and an alienation-based transmission line protection method [19]. A comparative study on
the performance, considering parameters such as impact of noise on the performance of the
algorithm, sampling frequency, classification of faults, impact of fault impedance, impact
of fault incidence angle, impact of fault location, and validation of algorithm on a real-time
network is included in Table 9 [16]. It is observed that the proposed method performs
better compared to the methods reported in [17–19] in terms of the investigated indicators.

Table 9. Comparative study on the performance of different protection algorithms [16].

Sr. No. Indicative Parameter
Reference

Proposed Method
[17] [18] [19]

1

Noise level for which
performance of

algorithm is not affected
(SNR)

40 dB SNR SNR not defined Not investigated 20 dB SNR

2 Sampling frequency
(kHz) 3.84 kHz 3.84 kHz Not mentioned 3.84 kHz

3 Classification of faults Investigated Investigated Investigated Investigated

4 Impact of fault
incidence angle Investigated Not investigated Investigated Investigated

5 Impact of fault
impedance Investigated Investigated Not investigated Investigated

6 Impact of fault location Investigated Investigated Investigated Investigated

7 Validation of algorithm
on real-time network Not performed Not performed Not performed Performed

8. Conclusions

This paper introduced an algorithm using current and voltage signals for identification
of faults on a power transmission line. Current and voltage waveforms associated with
all phases are decomposed with the help of ST and the proposed MIFI, MVIFI, and SIFI
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are computed. The current and voltage waveforms are also processed using HT and HFI
are computed. The proposed hybrid current and voltage fault index (HCVFI) is computed
using MIFI, MVFI, SIFI, and HFI. A threshold magnitude for hybrid current and voltage
fault index (HCVFIT) of 500 is chosen for the HCVFI to differentiate fault events from
healthy scenarios. This HCVFIT is selected by testing the algorithm for various scenarios
such as fault location, impedance of fault, fault occurrence angle, and reverse power
flow. It is concluded that the designed protection method is effective for identification
of faults including AG, AB, ABG, ABC, and ABCG. The algorithm is also effective for
detection of faults for scenarios such as fault occurrence angle variations, different fault
impedances, and different fault locations. The proposed method is effective in classifying
and discriminating faults by considering the number of faulty phases and the IGD. The
algorithm effectively detected an AG fault event that occurred on a practical power line. The
performance of the designed method is better compared to a DWT-based algorithm, a time–
frequency approach, and an alienation method. Further, hybridization of different features
of voltage and current extracted using additional methods such as alienation coefficients in
conjunction with ST and HT might improve the performance of the algorithm, which may
be considered as future research scope of the study. Use of artificial intelligence, machine
learning, and deep learning approaches may also improve the fault classification accuracy
which may also be investigated in future work.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AB Phase-A to phase-B fault
ABC Three-phase fault without involving ground
ABCG Three-phase fault involving ground
ABG Phase-A and phase-B to ground fault
AC Alternating current
AG Phase-A to ground fault
CB Circuit breakers
CCI Current-based co-variance index
CMI Current-based median index
CMVI Current-based maximum value index
CSI Current-based summation index
CT Current transformer
CVIFI Co-variance intermediate fault index
CVZSI Co-variance zero sequence index
CWT Continuous wavelet transform
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DL Deep learning
DRNN Deep recurrent neural networks
DWT Discrete wavelet transform
FACTS Flexible AC transmission system
FFG First fault group
FLP Fault location prediction
FRI Fault region identification
FTC Fault type classification
GSS Grid sub-station
HCI Hilbert current index
HCVFI Hybrid current and voltage fault index
HCVFITH Threshold value for the hybrid current and voltage fault index
HFI Hilbert fault index
HIF High impedance faults
HIFI Hilbert intermediate fault index
HT Hilbert transform
IGD Index for ground detection
ISTS Inter-state transmission line
LDA Linear discriminant analysis
MIFI Median intermediate fault index
MVFI Maximum value intermediate fault index
MVZSI Maximum value zero sequence index
MZSI Median zero sequence index
PT Potential transformer
RE Renewable energy
SAT-CNN Self-attention convolutional neural network
SFG Second fault ground
SIFI Summation intermediate fault index
SNR Signal to noise ratio
ST Stockwell transform
STATCOM Static synchronous compensator
STFT Short time Fourier transform
SZSI Summation zero sequence index
THGD Threshold for ground detection
TFG Third fault group
UG Utility generator
VCI Voltage-based co-variance index
VMI Voltage-based median index
VMVI Voltage-based maximum value index
VSI Voltage-based summation index
WF Weight factor
WT Wavelet transform
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